Dec. 2 / Administration of William J. Clinton, 1994

Statement on Federal Funding of Research on Human Embryos
December 2, 1994
The Director of the National Institutes of
Health has received a report regarding Federal
funding of research on human embryos. The
subject raises profound ethical and moral questions as well as issues concerning the appropriate allocation of Federal funds. I appreciate
the work of the committees that have considered
this complex issue, and I understand that advances in in vitro fertilization research and other
areas could derive from such work. However,

I do not believe that Federal funds should be
used to support the creation of human embryos
for research purposes, and I have directed that
NIH not allocate any resources for such research. In order to ensure that advice on complex bioethical issues that affect our society can
continue to be developed, we are planning to
move forward with the establishment of a National Bioethics Advisory Commission over the
next year.

The President’s Radio Address
December 3, 1994
Good morning. December and the holiday
season it ushers in is a wonderful time of year.
The pace slows and moods brighten as the holiday spirit lifts us up and brings us closer together. We have a chance to visit with family
and friends, to celebrate, to reminisce, to think
about the year ahead as well as the year we’ve
just finished. We have the chance to reflect
on our accomplishments as individuals and as
a nation.
In the last 2 years, our administration has
made a good start. We’ve worked hard to
downsize the Government and reduce the deficit
and to create jobs and opportunities and to help
middle class Americans take advantage of both.
Unemployment is at a 4-year low. We’re having
the most rapid economic growth in 7 years.
Things are moving in the right direction. But
despite this progress, we know Americans have
a lot of problems that we still have to work
on up here in Washington, including stagnant
incomes and crime and other difficult social
challenges.
But I think all of us know that nothing we
can do will truly restore the American dream
unless individual Americans exercise more personal responsibility for their own lives. That’s
why we must continue our work here to reform
welfare and to help educate more Americans
with better education and training to face the
challenges of a global economy in the future.
The most important thing any of us can do

is to take that personal responsibility for our
communities, our families, and ourselves.
During the holiday season it’s particularly important for all of us to take responsibility to
keep our highways safe. Some 18,000 people
will die this year in alcohol-related auto crashes,
about one every 30 minutes. Well over a million
people will be injured, one person every 26 seconds. These terrible incidents happen so frequently and are so pervasive that more than
40 percent of all Americans will be involved
in an alcohol-related crash at some time in their
lives. Because of the determined work of private
organizations, like Mothers Against Drunk Driving, the number of alcohol-related traffic deaths
has dropped about 30 percent in the last 10
years, but it’s very clear that we’ve got a long,
long way to go.
Nothing is as terrible as collisions that occur
when an adult under the influence gets behind
the steering wheel with a child in the car. For
any adult to recklessly endanger the life of a
child in this way is beyond disgraceful; it’s an
atrocity. The crime bill I signed in September
makes it clear that we won’t tolerate this kind
of behavior. It puts tough, new penalties on
the books for people who drive drunk with children in the car and makes it easier for States
to prosecute anybody who drives under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
But no matter how many laws we put on
the books, no matter how many hours dedicated
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